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BRAND NEW FORMATTING AS OF FEBRUARY 2014!"Cross Agatha Christie with Georgette

Heyer and what do you get?--Rosemary Stevens!" Jane Detinger, Senior Editor, Mystery Guild After

receiving a series of death threats by post, the Prince of Wales feels that some time spent away

from London will calm his frazzled nerves. So he escapes to Brighton â€” where Beau Brummell

joins him as a guest. With guards posted at every door, the atmosphere is tense â€” especially under

the scrutiny of Sir Simon. Hired by the Prince as his personal "food-taster," the odious baronet is a

poor substitute for the polite company of London society that Beau is used to. Some refinement

appears in the form of a new blend of snuff prepared by Beau's good friend Petersham. Sir Simon

insists on sampling it before the Prince â€” only to keel over dead. Now, Beau's friend is supected of

trying to assassinate the Prince. In order to clear Petersham's name, Beau will have to turn his

quizzing glass on the crime . . .Independent Mystery Bookseller Association Bestseller!"In her

second Beau Brummell mystery, Stevens keeps to the high standard she set in DEATH ON A

SILVER TRAY. It's the autumn of 1805, and the Prince of Wales, frightened by threatening letters,

has moved with his entourage to Brighton to escape the unknown menace. There, during a walk on

the beach, his friend Beau Brummell discovers the body of a young lady, whose identity he's moved

to discover. Before he can make much progress, Sir Simon, an obnoxious parvenu who has

ingratiated himself as the prince's food taster, samples a new blend of snuff belonging to Lord

Petersham at a dinner party--with fatal results. Believing he was the intended victim, Prinny orders

Beau to find out who put the poisoned snuff in Lord Petersham's box. Petersham himself is a

suspect, and it will take the intervention of Brummell and his pet, Chakkri, "the only Siamese cat in

England," to clear the lord's name. In the end, the chivalrous Beau risks social ruin to bring the real

murderer to justice. Stevens, with several Regency romances to her credit, shows that her familiarity

with the era has not bred contempt. Her mastery of the language and knowledge of the conventions

and morals of the British aristocracy allow her story to ring true. With a cast of enjoyable characters

both real and fictional, and a string of red herrings, hidden motives and plot twists as intricate as a

well-tied cravat, this story will delight both historical mystery and Regency fans." Publishers

Weeklyâ€œThe author smoothly integrates the superficiality of the court with a darker undertone

making THE TAINTED SNUFF BOX work as an historical novel and a window on contemporary

society. While the tone is light, Stevens adds weight to a well-developed plot that is balanced with

historical figures and fictional characters.â€• Oline H. Cogdill, South Florida Sun-Sentinel

â€œRosemary Stevens brings the essence of the Regency era, as well as the personality of Beau

Brummell, to sparkling life in THE TAINTED SNUFF BOX. This is a delightful story with a



well-plotted puzzle. Readers will be charmed by the tale of mores and murder. Romantic Times

Magazine"Stevens has surpassed her flair for a well-drawn who-done-it regency mystery. Avid

historical fiction readers will want to read and devour this superb, page-turning novel. Murder On

Miami Beach Bookstore, Miami"What makes this story so enjoyable are the author's

characterizations and her effective use of the setting. Stevens knows the era of which she writes

intimately and this knowledge enriches her tale." The Mystery Reader
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No sooner has he successfully solved the murder of a rather obnoxious countess, then Beau

Brummell finds himself embroiled in a new mystery: that of discovering who wants to murder the

Prince of Wales!Convinced that someone is trying to assassinate him, the Prince of Wales has

moved his court to the Pavilion in Brighton. Brummell, having completed his commission (from the

Duchess of York, no less) to discover who had actually murdered the poisonous Countess of

Wraybourne, has decided to shake the dust of London from his elegant boots, and join his prince at

the sea resort. However things at the Pavilion prove to be tense and unpleasant. The Prince has



surrounded himself with guards, and seems to be perpetually in the company of a rather odious

baronet, Sir Simon, who has appointed himself the Prince's official food taster. Brummell is appalled

at the situation. Not only is Sir Simon a horrid little toad of a man, with little manners and an

excruciating taste in clothes, but he also seems to hold a rather unhealthy sway over the Prince of

Wales, and looks close to usurping Brummell's place in the Prince's life. The only bright spark

currently is that the Duchess of York is also in residence, so that Brummell can now spend as much

time as he'd like with the woman who has first place in his heart.One morning while walking on the

beach with the Duchess, the pair discover the body of a young well dressed young lady. Preliminary

examinations reveal that she was killed by a sharp blow to the head and then thrown into the sea.

No one knows who the young lady is, and she seems destined for an unmarked grave. However

events soon unfold in a manner that claims Brummell's attention away from the unknown woman.
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